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A good Europass site is at http://europass.cedefop.eu.int/ and another useful site it as http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/programmes/europass/index_en.html
Most of the information in Europass instruments could well be held in an e-portfolio system. The exceptions could be some of the Diploma Supplement sections, and the Certificate Supplement, which are not personal information and could be referenced, not included.
Europass Curriculum Vitae (CV)
This is a standardised CV format. It includes a section on “Personal skills and competences”, which has separate entries for: languages; social; organisational; technical; computer; artistic; and other.
Europass Language Passport
This is a more detailed record of language skills only. Each language is self-assessed under five headings: listening; reading; spoken interaction; spoken production; writing. The assessment is one of six levels: A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2, each of which has a different definition for each heading. There is also space for diplomas/certificates and linguistic experience.
Europass Mobility
This “records details of the contents and the results - in terms of skills and competences or of academic achievements - of a period that a person of whatever age, educational level and occupational status has spent in another European country […] for learning purposes.” The skills and competences are grouped as: job-related; language; computer; organisational; social; other. This is slightly different from the CV groupings.
Europass Diploma Supplement
This is a form of academic transcript of the results of a course of higher education. It has space for various details about the programme of study and the qualification, including space for the individual’s detailed grades, marks or credits obtained. There are sections which are difficult to define exactly, including “Information on the function of the qualification” in terms of access to further study and professional status. “Information on the national higher education system” is included, presumably for the benefit of those trying to interpret paper documentation. However, this would be more easily dealt with by linking to a web site than by inclusion in an electronic Diploma Supplement.
Europass Certificate Supplement
This gives details of the ways of achieving the certificate, method of assessment, and outcomes in terms of skills and competences, but not an individual’s results. It would most likely be referred to in an e-portfolio, but not included.

